


Alex Righetto’s artistic career is booming.
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Introducing Alex Righetto, a genius artist who is disrupting the art scene.

Originally from Verona, Italy, trained at the =ne arts academy, and currently working in the
United States, Alex’s career quickly ascended to the top. 

Despite only being active for two years, Alex
Righetto has already achieved signi=cant
milestones in his art career and shows no signs of
slowing down.This artist has made a splash at Art
Basel Miami for two consecutive years, wowing
audiences with his captivating work. In addition to
this impressive feat, he has also established a
permanent gallery at Priano, a prestigious design
center in Tampa.

His work has not gone unnoticed by signi=cant publications either. He has been featured in
notable outlets such as Vanity Fair and Vogue, solidifying his status as an artist to watch.

In April, his artwork will be showcased in the bustling Times Square in New York, oOering a
prime opportunity for even more people to experience their unique perspective. Additionally,
thanks to THE HOUSE gallery, this artist will have the chance to exhibit his work in Miami, further
cementing his place in the art world.

All of these accomplishments are a testament to the artist’s exceptional talent and dedication to
his craft. With such remarkable achievements under his belt, there’s no doubt that this artist will
continue to make waves in the art world for years to come.

What makes this artist unique? 

Undoubtedly, his brushstrokes and artworks are unique, but what truly sets him apart is his
storytelling.

Have you ever visited a museum and struggled to understand the artist’s intention behind their
work? Alex seeks to change that. He views his paintings and collections as narratives, creating a
storyboard where each piece represents a chapter. 

This fresh approach transforms his art into an interactive experience, allowing viewers to engage
with the story.

Why do you need to know him?

If you have a passion for art and culture, you cannot overlook this exceptional artist.

One of his earlier collections reimagines the famous love story, Romeo and Juliet. Rather than
simply retelling the tale, the artist has ingeniously used it as a metaphor to explore the personal
transformations required to sustain a relationship. What if people need to conquer their
darkness to =nd true love?

Thousands of people have experienced this collection and described it as a “must-see” and
“unique” opportunity. Lucky visitors have even had the chance to take personal tours with the
artist himself.

With its growing popularity, this collection is quickly becoming a cultural phenomenon you don’t
want to miss. So be amongst the =rst to witness this rising star and proudly say, “I saw it
coming.”

Alex is an artist who takes great pride in his Italian heritage and aims to showcase it through his
work.

Alex creates a bridge between the past and the present through his art by taking inspiration
from Italian historical events, =gures, and cultural elements. He then gives them new life
through his unique artistic lens, breathing fresh vitality into the subjects and highlighting their
signi=cance.

For example, the Mona Lisa’s daughter was created as this =ctional character in a painting.

This painting is famous as the Mona Lisa and is currently exhibited at the Louvre.

This is one of the paintings showcased in Times Square, thanks to The East Village Artist
Collection (EVAC).

Are you interested in staying up-to-date with this rising star’s latest exhibitions and artwork? 

If so, consider following him on social media (instagram:@alex.ghetto) Twitter, Facebook or
subscribing to his newsletter.

By doing so, you’ll be the =rst to know when his next exhibition is happening, allowing you to
experience his incredible artwork =rsthand. Plus, as this artist’s popularity continues to soar,
some of his pieces have already seen an increase in value, making it a wise investment
opportunity for those interested in art collecting. 

About Alex Righetto

Alex Righetto is an Italian artist who currently resides in the United States. He received his
formal training in =ne arts from Gianbettino Cignaroli academy in Verona, Italy, in 2003. Apart
from being a skilled painter, Alex is also a professional photographer and has extensive
experience as a marketer.

Alex’s artistic style is characterized by a unique perspective and imagination, which he expresses
through his vibrant color palettes, dynamic brushwork, and bold compositions. His paintings
represent emotionally charged narratives that often draw inspiration from his Italian heritage,
which he showcases through his =gurative art and portraiture.

In his work, Alex reinterprets elements from Italian and European history in a contemporary
context, weaving them into individual chapters of a larger narrative. His captivating pieces have
been featured in prestigious publications such as Vanity Fair, House and Garden, and Vogue, as
well as numerous exhibitions.

Alex showcased his work at the renowned Miami Art Basel in 2021 and 2022. In March 2022, he
was selected as a resident artist at the state-of-the-art design facility Priano in Tampa, FL.

Today, he devotes himself full-time to his passion for painting, creating visually stunning and
thought-provoking pieces.
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